
PRODUCT CATALOGUE

Crystals have been around for millions of years, forming underneath 
the earth in extremely high temperatures and pressure. The various 
colours and structures of the crystals are created when different 
elements are present during formation. Because of this, each crystal 
carries a unique healing energy frequency, depending on its 
chemical and mineral composition.

Our crystal pendants are double terminated (pointed at both ends) 
which allows energy from above and below to flow in both directions. 
They strengthen the energy flow between chakra points helping to 
balance and integrate energy within each chakra promoting an 
expanded  and  protective  auric  field. 

Our crystal pendulums are single-terminated (pointed at one end) or 
double-terminated.

Pendulums are tools that allow direct intuitive communication with 
ones Higher Self and the Universal Mind, and are used as a form of 
divination to receive guidance or answers to questions that can’t be 
found by rational deduction or via the five senses. Dowsing is a 
golden thread that connects and runs through all cultures and belief 
systems and has been practised throughout the millennia. It is 
believed that the practice of  dowsing can lead to the development of 
ones intuitive nature.

Not only are our crystal pendants functional on an energy-level, 
they are also beautiful individually-crafted pieces of jewellery.

Each of our pendants and pendulums is created from high-
quality crystal or stone, carefully hand-wrapped in imported 
silver plated wire, individually packed with comprehensive 
information on the healing properties relative to each crystal or 
stone.
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for spiritual awareness
and harmony

for unconditional love

for manifestation and
decision-making

for wisdom
and clarity

A natural tranquillizer and harmoniser,
guards against psychic attack and
geopathic stress, enhances higher
states of consciousness, spiritual

awareness and meditation.

Purifies and opens the heart at all levels,
bringing deep inner healing and self-love.

Calming, reassuring and excellent for
use in trauma or crisis.

Cleanses and stabilises the aura.
Draws off negative energy and stress.

Used to overcome disorganisation,
grounds and integrates spiritual energies

and heightens intuitive powers.

The most powerful healing and energy amplifier,
raising energy to the highest possible level.
Enhances psychic abilities and attunes to
one’s spiritual purpose. A master healer.
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for patience &
perseverance

for self-acceptance &
spiritual development

for communication
& harmony

for emotional
balance & gratitude

Labradorite promotes strength
of will, patience and perseverance.
It helps combine intellectual thought
with intuitive wisdom, giving birth to

creativity and inspiration.

Lapis Lazuli helps overcome
depression, stimulating self-acceptance
and acceleration of spiritual growth. As a

stone of communication and truth, it
brings mental clarity and emotional balance.

Sodalite encourages inner peace,
harmony and expanded awareness

during meditation. It helps to improve
communication on all levels, so is

ideal for writers, teachers and students.
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Green aventurine increases awareness and
creative insight, calms and balances the

emotions encouraging positivity. It balances
the heart centre promoting spiritual growth

and gratitude.



for intuition and balancing
of energy centres

for protection

for self-confidence & belief

for protection, grounding
& transformation

Kynite never needs cleansing and
balances and aligns the body’s energy
centers automatically. It encourages 

intuition, meditative abilities and helps
in expressing one’s truth.

Black tourmaline deflects and protects
against  negative thoughts, emotions,
geopathic stress and EMF radiation

from cellular phones. Perfect for
individuals with sensitive energy fields.
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Yellow Calcite is helpful for developing
meditative and intuitive abilities.

It provides comfort, enhances self
confidence and belief.

Also helps in healing depression,
sorrow and grief.

An excellent protective, cleansing and
grounding stone. Transforms negative energy

into positive energy. Helps to overcome
depression and stress, calms and comforts

the emotions. Stimulates the kundalini
during meditation.



for strength & stability

for increased intuitive
and telepathic abilities

for inner growth, intuition
& emotional balance

Tektite is formed when a large meteorite strikes the
earth. Meditating with tektite can increase telepathy

and heighten intuitive abilities. It energizes and
protects energy fields and opens and clears the

lower energy centers.

Ammonite is an oceanic fossil that became extinct
over 65 million years ago. Its name originates from

the Egyptian god of life. It strengthens and stabilizes
energy fields and helps to accept change.
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The stone of ‘new beginnings’,  inner growth
and strength, enhances intuition, empathy and 
inspiration. Soothes emotional instability and 

stress, providing emotional calmness, balance 
and clarity.


